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A 2-D Orientation-Adaptive Prediction Filter
in Lifting Structures for Image Coding

Ömer N. Gerek, Member, IEEE, and A. Enis Çetin, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Lifting-style implementations of wavelets are widely
used in image coders. A two-dimensional (2-D) edge adaptive
lifting structure, which is similar to Daubechies 5/3 wavelet, is
presented. The 2-D prediction filter predicts the value of the next
polyphase component according to an edge orientation estimator
of the image. Consequently, the prediction domain is allowed
to rotate 45 in regions with diagonal gradient. The gradient
estimator is computationally inexpensive with additional costs of
only six subtractions per lifting instruction, and no multiplications
are required.

Index Terms—Adaptive wavelet transform, image coding, orien-
tation adaptive lifting.

NOTATION

WE introduce here the notations used throughout the paper.
In order to illustrate the image operations, we consider

a 3 3 portion of the image, centered around the center pixel
as shown in Fig. 1. The polyphase decomposition is

explained along horizontal direction. Along this direction, the
dashed pixels belong to polyphase component 1, others belong
to polyphase component 2. We first define four gradient approx-
imations around along angles of 135 , 0 , 45 , and
180 with the horizontal axis:

• ;
• ;
• ;
• .

Next, we define four possible prediction values for
using its eight neighbors:

• ;
• ;
• ;
• .

Among these gradient approximations and predictions, only
and cannot be obtained from polyphase component

1.
We use as the low-pass analysis filter and as the high-

pass analysis filter in a subband decomposition structure. Con-
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Fig. 1. Sample image segment.

sequently, for a one-dimensional (1-D) input signal ,
and correspond to the approximation and detail signals
generated at the output of the decomposition. In order to dis-
tinguish between the directional delay elements in two-dimen-
sional (2-D) processing, we use and as the horizontal
and vertical delay elements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 5/3 Daubechies biorthogonal wavelet has received a wide
range of interest in various applications due to its rational filter
tap coefficients which are particularly useful in real-time im-
plementations. Furthermore, the lifting implementation of this
wavelet contains filters with coefficients that can be written as
powers of two leading to a multiplication free realization of the
filter bank [1], [2]. Several linear or nonlinear decomposition
structures that are published in the literature report better per-
formance than the 5/3 wavelet using signal adapted filters, in-
cluding [3]–[7]. In [2], it has been shown that any DWT filter
bank can be decomposed into series of lifting/dual-lifting steps.
The work of [3] extends the idea of linear filters in the lifting
style to nonlinear filters. In [4], [8], and [7], the lifting prediction
filter was made adaptive according to the local signal properties,
and in [6], the importance of coder-nonlinear transform strategy
was emphasized. The idea of lifting adaptation was also applied
to video processing [9], [10]. Finally, in [5], [11], and [12], 2-D
extensions of the lifting structures were examined, which fun-
damentally resembles the idea of this work. Due to the fact that
the 5/3 wavelet system has filter coefficients that are dyadic ra-
tionals, a very fast, efficient and integer-shift-only implementa-
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tion is possible. As a consequence, it was a natural choice in the
JPEG-2000 lossless image coding standard [13], [14].

The subband filter coefficients of the 5/3 wavelet are:
and .

Its lifting implementation is very efficient and can be realized
using binary shifting operations due to coefficients with dyadic
rationals of 2 as follows:

(1)

Notice that prediction filter is very short, consisting of an aver-
aging operation performed over the left and right neighboring
samples in a row (or column) in 2-D image processing. The
lifting structure corresponding to (1) is shown in Fig. 2.

The above lifting implementation is purely 1-D. In other
words, the image is processed line by line during implemen-
tation. In 2-D separable extension of the above filterbank the
image is first processed horizontally (or vertically) and then
processed vertically (or horizontally) to obtain four subband im-
ages. Let us consider horizontal processing of the image around
a pixel . The prediction filter inherently assumes that
the right and left neighbor pixels are closely related with the
pixel between them. As a result,
will be an accurate estimate of . Hence, by subtracting
this prediction value from the true value of , a small
residue is obtained. This residual signal corresponds to the
detail signal obtained after the single stage 5/3 wavelet trans-
formation. If there is an edge close to the center pixel,
may be unrelated to or . On the other
hand, some of the four other immediate diagonal neighbors

, , and
may be closer to the pixel in value.

Therefore, it may be better to use two of these four diagonal
neighbors in the prediction stage of the lifting structure in
a judicious manner. Our adaptive predictor is obtained by
relaxing the condition that the predictor should use samples
from the current row that is being processed. In Section III, a
computationally efficient adaptation strategy describing how
to switch from single-line horizontal processing to multiline
horizontal processing is presented. The predictor can still use
only two pixels for computational efficiency as in [1]; however,
it can select them from the neighboring rows instead of the
current row. Resultant lifting scheme can still be implemented
in two stages consisting of a row-wise processing followed by
a column-wise processing as in ordinary lifting.

The proposed analysis filterbank does neither require any
multiplications nor transmission of any side information during
implementation. Due to its locally adaptive nature, this work
may be categorized in a class of works reported in [8]–[12]. It
was also reported in [11] that such multiline lifting realizations
can be performed in a memory-efficient manner.

Fig. 2. Lifting analysis stage.

II. EDGE SENSITIVE ADAPTIVE PREDICTION

The algorithm described in this paper was inspired from a
work describing CCD imaging systems and missing pixel value
interpolation in color filter arrays (CFAs) [15]. The CFA inter-
polator in [15] estimates the missing pixel using its
immediate 4-neighbors according to the following principles.

• If and , being a specified threshold,
then the vertical pixel transition is slow and horizontal
pixel transition is sharp, so the interpolation value is

.
• Else, if and , then the horizontal pixel

transition is slow and vertical pixel transition is sharp, so
the interpolation value is .

• Else, pixel transitions are similar in both directions, so
the interpolation value is .

This rule gives a good approximation of a possibly missing
color sensor output, so it improves both the mean-square error
and the subjective quality of the image after reconstruction.
Since the scales are only 1/2 or 1/4, the interpolator can be
implemented efficiently using bitwise shift operations.

In this paper, a similar interpolation scheme is developed
in the prediction part of a lifting stage in image processing.
The predictor does not have to be limited to use samples from
the same row (or column in columnwise processing). Let us
assume horizontal processing, without any loss of generality. In
ordinary lifting implementation, the available polyphase sam-
ples for prediction of pixel must belong to polyphase
component 1, which are shown by dashed pixels in Fig. 1.
Therefore, is not available as a prediction value
for . On the other hand, since polyphase component
1 is completely available for prediction, and

can be safely used as well as the 1-D predictor
. The ordinary 5/3 biorthogonal wavelet lifting struc-

ture uses
for predicting the value of . We introduce four more
diagonal neighboring samples from the upper and lower rows,
hence, enable the use of and as possible
prediction values. In fact, if the local gradient is in the south-east
direction (as illustrated in Fig. 1), then there is more possibility
that the center of the 3 3 region has a pixel value similar to
its diagonal neighbors ( and ,
which are in a direction orthogonal to the local gradient. This
concept is generalized to the other directions according to the
following adaptation rule for the selection of prediction domain
pixels.

• If is the least among , , and , then the
prediction estimate is .
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• If is the least among , , and , then the
prediction estimate is .

• If is the least among , , and , then the
prediction estimate is .

In the example shown in Fig. 1, the largest gradient is in the
south-east direction. As a result, is the minimum difference.
Therefore, thevalueof must bepredictedas .
It must be noted that such a tilted prediction does
not require transmission of any side information, because the
pixels used in prediction and the pixel to be predicted belong
to different poly-phase components. In case of no quantization,
these columns are automatically reconstructed and the decoder
uses the same directional choice method that was used in encoder.

The resultant 2-D analysis filters can be constructed as fol-
lows. In 1-D single-line processing, the subsignals and

, are related to even and odd components of
the signal via the relation

(2)

If the lifting implementation is carried out using ordinary single-
line processing, the polyphase transform matrix takes the fol-
lowing form in the domain:

(3)

This matrix provides the coefficient information to generate the
analysis filters in a filter-bank structure

(4)

and , for , 1. Con-
sidering a 2-D signal, if multiline processing is performed, the
delay elements and must be used simultaneously. For
example, for the 45 prediction direction, the polyphase matrix
becomes

(5)

The low-pass and high-pass filters of the filter-bank corre-
sponding to the matrix in (5) are directional 2-D filters in the
spatial domain.

Considering the horizontal process of the image, a drawback
of the above adaptive lifting structure is that the approxima-
tion coefficient is generated from polyphase samples

that are predicted from other rows’ polyphase sam-
ples ( and ). Therefore, there
is a row-wise lifting update leakage. Because of this leakage,
the effect of in the lifting stage deviates from anti-aliasing
low-pass filter. This situation leads to distortions in low–low
subimages across decomposition scales. This problem can be
solved by changing the order of the update and the pre-
diction stages of Fig. 2 as discussed in Section IV. With
the proper choice of the low-pass filter, the new can be
performed prior to the prediction, and its implementation still
requires no multiplications, so the computational efficiency is
retained.

Fig. 3. Lifting update implementation of a half-band filter.

III. ADAPTIVE LIFTING STRUCTURE PERFORMING

LOW-PASS FILTERING FIRST

High-quality, low-low images can be obtained by performing
low-pass filtering first in a lifting structure. A half-band low-
pass filter can be put into an isolated update lifting stage as in
[4].

In order to achieve a multiplierless structure we consider the
simple length-3 Lagrangian half-band low-pass filter:

. The transform of this filter is

(6)

where . This low-pass filter followed
by down sampling can be implemented in a lifting structure due
to the relation known as Noble-Identity. The resulting structure
is shown in Fig. 3. Since is a very simple update filter
consisting of dyadic rationals of 2, it can be implemented using
bit-wise shift operations.

After this stage, the adaptive prediction algorithm described
above can be applied. Since the low-pass filtering is performed
first, the low–low subimages are as good as those obtained by
any subband decomposition structure using the third-order La-
grange half-band filter.

The overall structure including the low-pass filter is still com-
putationally comparable to the original implementation of the
Daubechies 5/3 wavelet in terms of calculations per lifting op-
eration.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The selection of prediction domain in the lifting stage has
a number of practical advantages. We have experimentally
observed that, in a typical test image, among ,

, and , the possibility of the horizontal
process
being the best prediction of is 30.1%. This is slightly
less than about one-thirds of the possible predictions. As a
result, persistently using horizontal prediction loses chances of
making better prediction decisions. On the other hand, our di-
rectionally sensitive prediction decision rule catches about 52%
of the best predictions as described above. This improvement
reflects to practical compression results, too.

In the absence of quantization, perfect reconstruction of the
proposed algorithm is assured due to the symmetric lifting im-
plementations in encoding and decoding stages. On the other
hand, the choice of minimum , , and has a chance
to alter if the transform coefficients are quantized. However, it
is experimentally observed that this does not occur with wavelet
tree bitplane coders at compression ratios down to 0.5 bpp for
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Fig. 4. Wavelet trees obtained by (a) regular 5/3 wavelet and (b) our method.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR 512� 512 TEST IMAGES (SAMPLE VARIANCE = � AND SAMPLE ENTROPY = I) AT 1 bpp AND 0.5 bpp

8-bpp originals. Below this bit rate, the orientation selection rule
of the decoder starts to deviate from that of the encoder at ar-
bitrary image locations. This shows that the direction adapta-
tion rule is fairly robust to fine quantization, and the proposed
method is suitable for relatively high bit rate compression.

In Fig. 4, (a) original 5/3 wavelet decomposition and (b)
directionally modified prediction lifting decomposition images
of one of the test images are shown, respectively. Notice that
the detail images obtained by the directionally adaptive 5/3
wavelet exhibits less signal energy at several decomposition
levels in general. In this example, the high-pass coefficients
in Fig. 4(a) have a variance and a sample entropy

, whereas the high-pass coefficients in Fig. 4(b) have
variance and sample entropy . This behavior
is observed in other test images, as well. The energy reduction

shows that better compression results can be obtained using
our method, as compared to the 5/3 wavelet in high-band
subimages.

For presenting practical results, a bitplane compression
method [13], [14] is used to encode the transform domain coef-
ficients. A decomposition level of 4 was selected for 512 512
images. The PSNR values for a set of test images at 1 and
0.5 bpp are shown in Table I for our directionally adaptive
method using the half-band anti-aliasing update filter and the
Daubechies 5/3 wavelet. The same encoder is used in both
cases. In general, slightly better PSNRs are obtained for a given
compression level in our filterbank.

The proposed method better preserves sharp edges of the
original image compared to the ordinary 5/3 wavelet decom-
position. This is because of the reduced high-band signal
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Fig. 5. A detail from “garden” image coded at 0.5 bpp using (a) the 5/3 wavelet
and (b) our method.

energy at diagonal edge locations compared to the 5/3 wavelet
decomposition. The following example illustrates the visual
improvement obtained by our method. The test image is listed
as “garden” in Table I and it contains printed text on a natural
flower background. Small portions of images from 0.5 bpp
coded versions of this image are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a)
shows the regular 5/3 wavelet coded version, and Fig. 5(b)
shows the result from our method. Edges are sharper with less
ringing artifacts in Fig. 5(b) due to better prediction around
diagonal edges of the original image.

In spite of the edge adaptation of the prediction, the overall
proposed method gives marginally better or similar PSNR
values as compared to the 5/3 wavelet. The reason for this situ-
ation is due to the low-pass filtering prior to the prediction. This
filter automatically reduces some amount of prediction infor-
mation in the upper polyphase component. We have observed
that a combination of the given low-pass filter followed by a
1-D prediction filter (as used in the 5/3 wavelet) gives worse
PSNR results than the original 5/3 wavelet. By incorporating
the 2-D orientation adaptations, the PSNR results improve to
better than or comparable with the 5/3 wavelet. On the other
hand, the use of the low-pass filter in the upper polyphase is
essential because without this filter, the downsampling process
yields aliased low–low images which are harder to process in
the later decomposition stages.

The computational complexity of the proposed adaptive
filter-bank is very low. Our directionally adaptive lifting
strategy contains an additional

1) three difference operations to obtain , , and ;
2) three comparison operations to choose the minimum of

, , and .

This is in comparison to Daubechies 5/3 wavelet decomposition.
The rest of the operations, including the anti-aliasing filtering,

have identical complexity figures as the original 5/3 lifting im-
plementation. The above operations can be summarized as an
additional complexity of six subtractions per lifting (including
prediction and update) operation. For an image, there
are approximately lifting operations, so the additional com-
putational cost is subtractions. There is neither any integer
nor floating point multiplications in the new structure. As a re-
sult, our directionally adaptive algorithm keeps the low com-
plexity property of the 5/3 Daubechies wavelet decomposition,

and provides slightly better image compression results in im-
ages containing sharp edges and artificial characters and draw-
ings around 1 bpp.
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